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-«be ~bdabe(Pbia ctbal'adel's IlJJie 'lJa Ponte counterparts 

Mark Calvert .......................... !lbilipt jfrtntaU I !Jerrmu/o 


Glenn Guhr ............................ mabib ~umpbrtpll (jugOefmo 


Jeffrey CaldwelL ....................mjmnin jfranklin I tJJonYUfonso 


Jennifer Trimboli ................... ~bigail ~bam~ I !Fwrtfifigi 


Marci Morrell ........................ im~annab 3l\o~on I tJJoraliella 


Amy Cheifetz ..................... 1.. Ql!li~a &mitb I tJJespina 


Servants: ................................. Joachim Schneider, Adam Gossett 


Offstage Chorus: .................... Joachim Schneider, Adam Gossett, 
Jesse Aasheim, Camille Couture, 
Amy Bils, April Fissel, 
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',I' '< I'; Setting: Philadelphia, 1785 

t>4-t- {3,o £s' 3 	 ACT I ( /1-1 ~ I 'i) m ~",} 
~S 1~,o8'S- .:".'!

Scene 1: 	 In the coffee house. 
: ,t· ~ i ~ ,~

The men are playing checkers " ,
.' l' ,!:Y'r 

.'. ~Scene 2: In the ladies' garden 
~ 1 i i, 

Scene 3: In the ladies' sitting room 


Scene 4: In the ladies' garden , , 


])I/-j I ~ () g Lf 	 ACT II (later that day) () H (2... 1r m I tV) 
$> r3,o'6'(P 	 Scene 1: In the ladies' rooms 

Scene 2: In the garden 

Scene 3: In Abigail's boudoir 

Scene 4: In the garden 
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COSI FAN TUITE, A PHILADELPHIA EXPERIMENT 

Mozart and Da Ponte's opera Cos; fan tutte (1790), has been set in 
every locale imaginable, possibly because its ambiguous setting of 
Naples plays little part in the plot. It has been suggested that sunny 
Naples gives the opera its playful joy, while at the same time, being in 
the shadow of Mt. Vesuvius lends a sense of danger. 

For our purposes, since Cos; has been called the ideal opera of the 
Enlightenment with its symmetrical distribution of vocal parts and 
scenes, we have set our Cos; in the city that Voltaire called "the ideal 
city of the Enlightenment:" Philadelphia. Residing in that city was 
the man who embodied those principles: Benjamin Franklin. This 
well-known philosopher, statesman and inventor not only believed in 
the principles of reason applied to human behavior, he enjoyed great 
popularity through his good-natured guides of behavior in the form 
of aphorisms. Don Alfonso in Cosi fan tutte also cites proverbs in his 
attempts to teach the young couples. While the crusty, cynical bache
lor Don Alfonso is transposed to the good-natured Franklin, the other 
MozartlDa Ponte characters have also been transposed to historical 
figures of 1785 Philadelphia, although not as well known to the audi
ence as Franklin. In the "Philadelphia eosi", Fiordiligi becomes 
A.~jgaH ,Ad.a.m§.J,\~t\J,alJy.th'ulaughter"of the famousfit:st lady. The·~ 
young Abigail was a:·sefjio\lS, young woman~ lop,ging for her own 
independence while fighting the wills of her strong parents. Dorabella 
is Susannah Rowson, an actress who was later a novelist. The tenor 
Ferrando is transposed to Philipe Freneau, a published poet who has 
returned from the war, and the baritone Guglielmo is now David 
Humphreys, a career soldier opportunistic in his relationships to great 
men of the time, including George Washington. The fictional Elisa 
was an indentured servant, to be absorbed by the American middle 
class in a few years. All of the Cos; characters have been transposed 
for two reasons: First of all, to be consistent with the presence of the 
American Ben Franklin; the other reason is that precious little is 
known of the MozartlDa Ponte characters, including their stations in 
life, family background, and even their last names. The history of the 
real figures helps our singers find reasons for actions, and may also 
lend a sense of reality to contrived opera buffa. This reality is in the 
way the "poison" is drawn from the young men, the way the men 
catch up to their ship, and the wager that Franklin has to win to main
tain his reputation of being able to solve a problem of any kind with a 
pragmatic solution. In reality, however, his own history of success of 
the personal nature with his wife and son was not without its failures, 
for his wife rarely appeared at his side in public, and Franklin and his 
son were publicly estranged. 
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